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As the pandemic rages on ventilator shortages are turning out to be

the greatest challenge for the healthcare sector. Regrettably, just at

the time when the world is witnessing a high demand for ventilators,

the global supply chains that could deliver medical devices and other

equipment are being disrupted due to the ongoing crisis.

 

However, med-tech companies must now focus on flattening the curve

by supercharging their ventilator manufacturing production lines.

Globally supply chains have all been disrupted and if ventilator

manufacturers plan to thrive in the post-pandemic world, they must

ensure their supply chain are agile and powerful enough to withstand

the disruptions.
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3 LESSONS FROM TOP MEDTECH
COMPANIES

In such a scenario, ventilator manufacturers must

keep an eye on the bigger picture and work towards

those initiatives to drive supply chain resilience.

Based on our interaction with our clients, we’ve listed

a few action items that can help you ensure you’re on

the right track.

 

Collaborate with suppliers
Expand market footprint and scale production
capacity
Prioritize critical shortages and identify the
root causes
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
 

We'd love to assist you!

Please choose a mode of engagement below and

we'll be in touch within 48 hours.
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1
COLLABORATE WITH SUPPLIERS

 
The world right now is dealing with several raw

material shortages. Even as businesses try to analyze

the situation, they must ensure they have processes in

place to monitor real-time KPIs and key supplier

metrics. Having analytical processes in place can help

you aggregate data and provide a comprehensive

view of your supply chain performance. With these

insights, businesses can build contingency plans and

even take corrective actions to ensure issues are

addressed in real-time.
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2
EXPAND MARKET FOOTPRINT AND
SCALE PRODUCTION
CAPACITY

 To meet the soaring demand for ventilators, ventilator

manufacturers will need the support of a

comprehensive, robust supply chain. Leading med-

tech industry players like Medtronic are focusing on

doubling their production capacity to help tackle the

crisis. However, scaling production capacity has its

advantage and disadvantages. To address these

issues, ventilator manufacturers must devise a

powerful, flexible global supply chain strategy.
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3
PRIORITIZE CRITICAL SHORTAGES
AND IDENTIFY THE
ROOT CAUSES

 

Ventilator manufacturers generally rely on third-party

suppliers for raw materials and other parts required for

complex equipment. Tracking suppliers and monitoring

the materials is not a practical solution since it can

sometimes disrupt the flow of events. Hence businesses

must identify the low-hanging fruits that contribute a

significant share to the value chain. Prioritization also

empowers ventilator manufacturers to adopt a

forward-looking approach to dealing with raw material

shortages which in turn helps them avoid order delays.
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What are the Challenges Facing Ventilator
Manufacturers?

 

 

Supply chain disruptions

Data complexities

Lack of skilled workforce

Dwindling margins

Stringent regulations

Based on our analysis, global supply chains will need an

analytics overhaul and we predict that 2020 will bring in a

host of new challenges for ventilator manufacturers in the

form of:
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C O N T A C T  I N F O

 
 

PHONE NUMBER - US

 

 +1 630 538 7144

PHONE NUMBER - UK 

+44 208 629 1455

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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